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Topics

● Python adoption and growth

● Enterprise adoption of data science & ML

● MLOps beyond the data warehouse

● Open source innovation and commercialization

● Democratizing the AI future
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“A New Language” “The Enterprise 
Strikes Back”

“The Return of 
Cybernetics”
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How Did Python Take Over?
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My Thesis in 2012

Cloud Computing and new 
vector hardware (GPUs) give 
businesses access to 100x or 
1000x their previous maximum 
analytical capability, on an 
hourly rental basis, with zero 
capital investment.

Big Data is disrupting traditional 
data warehousing and business 
intelligence;
Predictive analytics and machine 
learning are green-field areas 
for everyone.

“There is a unique double-disruption in business and technical computing.”
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Incumbent Tools Were… Not Loved
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Gartner Recognized This in 2014…
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Python’s Unique Position
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Why Python?

● Easy to learn (“Time to first plot”)

● Rich library ecosystem (“Batteries included”)

● Designed for readability (“Fits in your head”)

● Communities are generally fairly pleasant
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Why Python?

● Easy to learn (“Time to first plot”)

● Rich library ecosystem (“Batteries included”)

● Designed for readability (“Fits in your head”)

● Communities are generally fairly pleasant

● CPython VM has a low-level C API that allowed scientific programmers 
to write a huge number of high-performance bindings to C++ and 
FORTRAN. 

(“Honda Civic with mounting bolts for warp drive.”)
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10 Years Ago… First PyData Meetup, March 2012
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Python Led the Way for the Growth of Data Science
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“Whither Python in the Era of MLOps?”
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Paco Nathan on Kubernetes…
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How Do Enterprises Adopt Tech?

● Less about the tech, and more about the structure of Enterprise IT orgs!

● Classic “crossing the chasm” dynamics in tech adoption curve

● Many IT orgs can afford to be perpetually ineffective.

○ There are always myriad risks and scapegoats for why innovation doesn’t happen

○ It’s OK to encumber the business if everyone else in your sector also sucks
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“Every morning in the savanna, a herd of antelopes wakes up, knowing 
that no matter how slow they run, if the company doesn’t miss its 
quarterly earnings, the VP lions won’t reduce their budget.”
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The Chasm and the Hype Cycle

If the growth rate of ignorance/confusion exceeds the growth of confident information, then the 
sense-making gap will fill with BS.
The data/ML/AI space will continue to outpace the sensemaking of adopters.
This is a semi-permanent problem.
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Peter’s Corollary to Conway’s Law
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Exploration Production

Data
● Fast, unfettered access
● Ease of introducing new, varied, 

messy datasets
● Reproducibility

● Strict, governed access
● Well-defined schema
● Provenance & auditability

Compute 
Infrastructure ● High performance

● Low latency, interactive
● Individualized & specialized

● Scalable, high-availability
● Manageable at scale
● Cost amortization over many machines and users

Organization
● Individual high-achievers with lots of 

context & capability
● Agile, able to quickly learn new skills 

and approaches

● Sustain operations at lowest possible cost
● Robustness against unintended change
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Better Framing: Pioneer vs Settler
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Settler Pioneer

Objectives Minimize risk given known threats 
and failure modes, while 
maintaining operations within set 
bounds.

Maximize opportunity, learning, 
innovation for given limits of 
time/resources

Scaling Operational efficiency of 
repeatable processes

Individual Capability: speed, breadth 
of context, flow, creativity

Governing 
Philosophy

Improve baseline (bias) by 
managing “known knowns”

Exploring high-variance “unknown 
unknowns”
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The Heart of the Issue: “Scale” of what, exactly?

Original sin of Enterprise Software Development: Programmers are fungible labor. 
Scale via headcount.

Alternative Thought Experiment: How far can one single person/pioneer get?

● How fast to answer a query?
● How sophisticated of a business question?
● How accurately can they make a prediction?
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Against Efficiency

Operational scaling in mature orgs always 
minimizes slack in situ.  (There may be 
budget elsewhere for “innovation”.)

All creative growth requires “slack” to 
explore the adjacent possible.

Principle of Subsidiarity should be 
respected: intelligence lives in the leaf 
nodes.
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Gartner
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The Perpetual Chasm

● Data scientists still continue to struggle to get IT to meet their needs

● C-suite continues to be bombarded with hype about AI & ML

● Data, software development, infrastructure are all confused about the frothy 

tech landscape.  (“Influx of VC cash from quantitative easing has led to 

qualitative strife.”)

We must educate the practitioner community, and facilitate peer learning amongst 

all stakeholders!
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Back to the Future

Computing started with Prediction.

Post-WW2, “just counting things” came to dominate.

In PC era, transactional systems dominated. 
Prediction became niche (except in certain industries)

With explosion of social/mobile data, and 100X 
processors, we are now back to prediction.

In a world of connected sensors & actuators, this is 
now Cybernetics.
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“Computational Decisioning” Is the Future
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Cybernetic Systems Require a Holistic Approach

● Correctness is multi-dimensional and transcends any individual component:

○ Performance (latency and throughput) is an integral part of correctness

○ Agility is an integral part of correctness, to maximize data scientist productivity

● Cannot alienate data management, from code development, from 
infrastructure provisioning and planning.

● Change management has to track Code, Data, and Semantics. 😳
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Zen of Cybernetics

Know Thy 
Data

There is no data, only frozen 
models.

Move code to data; move 
context into code.

Information is a verb. It is 
the dance, not the dancer.
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Zen of Cybernetics

Know Thy 
Data

There is no data, only frozen 
models.

Move code to data; move 
context into code.

Information is a verb. It is 
the dance, not the dancer.

Understand the nominal 
performance of your system.

Get a bigger computer. 
there’s no extra credit for 
using a distributed system.

Focus on bandwidth, not 
software abstractions.

Know Thy 
Computer
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Zen of Cybernetics

Know Thy 
Data

There is no data, only frozen 
models.

Move code to data; move 
context into code.

Information is a verb. It is 
the dance, not the dancer.

Understand the nominal 
performance of your system.

Get a bigger computer. 
there’s no extra credit for 
using a distributed system.

Focus on bandwidth, not 
software abstractions.

Know Thy 
Computer

Know Thy 
Org

There is one veritable 
problem: human relations.

Smart people don’t scale. 
Some things require smart 
people.

Creativity and innovation 
require slack in the system.




